Template Software is a leading provider of advanced software products, custom solutions and professional services
Corporate Structure

Enterprise Management Business Holdings
Holding company for Commercial and Government lines of business

EMSolutions, Inc.
Experienced, dynamic, enterprise wide, multi-level security-based System Engineering solutions for Government Clients

Template Software
Agile, responsive, adaptive software solutions for commercial clients
Template Software Overview

- A leading provider of advanced information sharing software products, custom solutions, and professional services.

- We deliver enterprise solutions for Command & Control Mission Critical Systems, Collaborative Project Management, Knowledge Management, Data Integration and Information Sharing

- Clients include a broad range of Industries and Government agencies

- Template Software, a division of EM Business Holdings, Inc., has offices in Arlington, VA and Detroit, MI.
SNAP Intelligent Information Manager (I²M) is a web based application that bridges the gap between enterprise data and the COTS tools used by decision makers.

Actano’s RPlan® is an innovative web-based project management software suite designed to improve collaborative planning, managing and reporting for multiple projects across the enterprise.

SNAP® Integrated Development Environment (IDE) is a development toolkit that uses inference technology to provide a network centric infrastructure for large, distributed, peer-to-peer mission critical systems.
SNAP® Intelligent Information Manager™ (I²M)

Reduce costs and improve performance by leveraging the untapped intelligence available in your existing enterprise data

How does I²M Work?

- **Organize** information from a variety of disparate existing sources
- **Analyze** data based on user managed business logic to understand relationships, assess changes for impact analysis, and support key decisions
- **Act** on the data by applying business logic to create work-products, such as schedules or work orders, in targeted applications
Actano’s RPlan® Project Management Suite

- RPlan is Collaborative Project Management
  - Transparency through information, communication and proactive cooperation
  - All project participants are actively integrated into the planning and control process.
    - Enables any time access to up-to-date and uniform planning information
- RPlan provides all the functions required for comprehensive project control:
  - Target-oriented planning and coordination of dates and deadlines
  - Demand for resources from a project
  - Informative reports in line with company-specific requirements
  - Foresighted evaluation of targets and project content
  - Integrated management of risks, issues and derived measures
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The SNAP Integrated Development Environment (IDE) is a development toolkit that uses inference technology to provide a network centric infrastructure for large, distributed, peer-to-peer mission critical systems.

Key benefits include:

- Automated predictive modeling and analysis in uncertain conditions with our built-in inference engine
- Rapid evaluation and integration of real-time events based on pre-defined rules
- Off the shelf integration with complex enterprise architectures
In addition to comprehensive deployment and implementation services associated with our software products, our staff of professional program managers and technology experts offer a broad range of consulting and custom development services, including:

- Custom large scale data integration and cleansing in Oracle and SQL Server
- Knowledge engineering within expert systems
- Business process engineering and program management consulting
- Custom Java & .NET development
  - Full scope software life-cycle development
- Advanced research and development including expert systems and neural networks
Contact Us

1421 Jefferson Davis Highway, Suite 500
Arlington, VA 22202
Phone: 703-413-0594
Fax: 703-413-0598
www.Template.com